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Welcome to the first issue of The Wolds
Historian. This is the successor to the Wolds
Historical Organisation Newsletter, which
started quite modestly in the late 1980s and
developed to the more substantial issues of
recent years.
The success of the newsletter resulted in the
decision in 2003 to publish 2000 Years of the
Wolds. Producing a similar booklet every year
is not a realistic proposition but our publication
had grown and it was decided its purpose
would be better served if it was renamed the
The Wolds Historian. The editorial team
remains the same and we shall continue to
publish once a year in late summer.
This year the content of The Wolds Historian is
similar to that of the old newsletter and reflects
the long-standing emphasis on the parishes of
Wymeswold, Burton, Hoton, Cotes and
Prestwold. However, we would like to widen
the scope of future issues. We will continue to
record the activities of the WHO but at the
same time welcome articles, anecdotes and
heritage news about other parishes on the
Leicestershire Wolds.
If you have local research to record or Wolds
memories to share, please ring us on 01509
880725 or 01509 880055. And if you would
like to embark on some sort of historical project
but don't know where to start then please don't
wait for next summer, talk to us now!
Joan Shaw and Bob Trubshaw

The Wolds Historian is edited by Joan Shaw and Bob Trubshaw
and published by the Wolds Historical Organisation.
Contents copyright individual authors and illustrators © 2004.
Uncredited contributions by the editors.
The moral rights of the authors and illustrators have been asserted.
No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any means without prior written
permission from the Wolds Historical Organisation except for brief passages quoted in reviews.
Contact: 2 Cross Hill Close, Wymeswold, Loughborough, LE12 6UJ
telephone: 01509 880725 email: bobtrubs@indigogroup.co.uk

Pugin and the windows
of St Mary's Church,
Wymeswold
Ginny Westcott

Introduction

Neil Phillips and Robert Martin from John
Hardman paid us a visit in May 2004 to assess
our windows and they were ecstatic at what
they saw. They instantly identified their own
windows from Pugin’s time, and marvelled at
the quality of the glass painting and the
excellent preservation of the colours even
though the critical windows were facing south,
south-west and west, which is where one
would expect the summer sun and winter
weather to have done the worst damage over
the last 160 years.

We always knew that the fourteenth century
church of St Mary, Wymeswold was special
thanks to its major restoration by A.W.N. Pugin
in the 1840s. Likewise, we had long admired its
array of stained glass windows and considered
them to be extraordinarily fine and colourful for
a relatively insignificant rural parish church.
Imagine our surprise when, during routine work
to assess and cost repairs to the church fabric
and windows in Spring 2004, we discovered
the original firm that Pugin employed to install
the windows.

These windows probably make St Mary’s
unique among the ‘Pugin restored’ Anglican
parish churches in the country. St Mary's at
West Tofts in Norfolk was almost completely
rebuilt by Pugin but Wymeswold has far more
Pugin windows (17 remain out of 18) together
with all his artefacts and adornments including
the original candle sconces, coronae and oakbound bible that were produced by John
Hardman in the 1840s.

Not only is the company, John Hardman
Studios of Birmingham, still operating as a
world-renowned glass studio, but they have
preserved extensive archives and artefacts
including many of Pugin’s letters and drawings
and most of the original glass workshop 'day
books' that contain the exact details and history
for the majority of Wymeswold’s church
windows.
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How Pugin collaborated with John Hardman
Born in London, March 1st 1812, Augustus
Welby Northmore Pugin was the son of a
French Protestant draughtsman and designer.
He was not a great scholar, and contrary to
popular belief, he never had a college
education. However he had a precocious
artistic talent for architectural design and
perspective. At the age of 14 Pugin was
producing fantastic drawings of European
churches and cathedrals and by 1835 he was
becoming well-known for his revival of Gothic
designs and medieval grandeur. Pugin
converted to Catholicism in this year and his
work was spotted by Lord Shrewsbury for
whom he worked briefly on the redesign of
Alton Towers. In 1837 Lord Shrewsbury
introduced Pugin to the President of Oscott
College (near Birmingham) where he
subsequently taught 'Ecclesiastical Art and
Antiquities'. One year later Bishop Thomas
Walsh received a substantial legacy and invited
Pugin to design a new Catholic church, St
Chad’s, in Birmingham. This is when Pugin met
John Hardman, a leading Catholic, metal button
and medal manufacturer in Birmingham’s
jewellery quarter.
In 1838 John Hardman junior (1811–67) started
the firm of John Hardman & Co at Pugin’s
instigation in order to manufacture all metal
fittings and adornments to beautify the churches
and buildings that Pugin was involved with,
including the Palace of Westminster. So every
time you watched the 10 O'Clock News on ITV
you were looking at a Pugin design and
Hardman’s products, i.e. the faces and hands of
‘Big Ben’.
Until 1845 Pugin had been using various
studios to produce his window designs in
stained glass for churches and other buildings.
In fact, the huge and magnificent east window
in St Mary’s, Wymeswold, was a design
initiated by Pugin and produced by a wellrecognised and renowned stained glass expert,
William Wailes.

Top: The east window of St Mary's from the
outside.
Bottom: Two of the ten main lights in the east
window.

However, Pugin became increasingly
dissatisfied with Wailes’s work and he
persuaded John Hardman to set up new
premises and enter into stained glass
production. The first recorded reference to the
stained glass project is in a letter from Pugin to

All photographs by Ginny Westcott.
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Hardman written in mid-February 1845: '… I
am scheming a stained glass shop - but this
only between ourselves…' (The Collected
Letters of A.W.N. Pugin, edited by Margaret
Belcher, Vol. 2, p343, Oxford UP 2003). By the
end of November 1845, Pugin and Hardman
were making their first glass (first entry in ‘First
Glass Daybook’ 24th November 1845, now in
the Hardman Archive, Birmingham Reference
Library), which was for St Cuthbert's College,
Ushaw, County Durham. The first glass for
Wymeswold, a three-light window on the South
side of the baptistery, appears in the ‘First Glass
Daybook’ on 15th December 1845.
The Camden Society's influential journal, The
Ecclesiologist, reported in its November 1845
issue that the quarries in the north and south
windows of the chancel were to designs by
John Hardman Powell (1827–1895), Hardman's
nephew and Pugin's sole pupil. Powell was
only eighteen years old at this time, and had
only recently (December 1844) come under
Pugin's tutelage. His work on the Wymeswold
windows is significant as being among the
earliest of the executed designs of the artist
who was to continue the Pugin style of church
furnishings until the end of the nineteenth
century, following Pugin’s untimely death in
1852.
Pugin’s eldest daughter, Anne, married John
Hardman Powell in 1850. Hence, the
connection with Pugin and Hardman was
strengthened and still survives to this day.
This summer John Hardman Studios began the
restoration of Pugin’s original Hardman and
Hardman-Powell windows that have been so
admired in St Mary’s Church, Wymeswold.
Pugin and Henry Alford
Henry Alford, a graduate of Trinity College,
Cambridge, was instituted as Vicar of St Mary’s,
Wymeswold in 1835 only to find the medieval
church in a very dilapidated condition.
We do not know how Henry Alford first came
to know Pugin. A distinct possibility is that they
met through a mutual friend, Ambrose
Phillipps, who lived at Grace Dieu Manor, not
far away from Wymeswold, where Pugin was a
Above: The baptistery window.
Below: The chancel window.
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regular visitor. What we have always known is
that Pugin and Alford developed a firm
friendship which endured and led to the
restoration of St Mary’s church. At that time the
Oxford Movement was attempting to restore a
sense of holiness to the Church of England on
an inward and spiritual plane. The Camden
Society sought to restore the beauty of holiness
through the renovation and re-furnishing of old
churches and the building of new ones, based
on the principles of medieval architecture and
design. Both movements emphasized the
continuity of the Anglican Church to its
medieval predecessor. The tone of the Camden
Society became increasingly Anglo-Catholic,
advocating the re-introduction of long-forgotten
ornaments and furnishings. Henry Alford joined
the Camden Society in 1844, the year in which
he began the restoration at Wymeswold.
Henry Alford was mostly delighted with Pugin’s
designs and John Hardman’s work but letters
between Pugin and Alford from that time
suggest that the work did not always go
smoothly.

Above:Tower window quarries.
Below left: The changed quarries in the western
window.

Papers in the Hardman archive show that the
southern baptistery window and the western
window in the south aisle were altered,
ornamental quarries being substituted for the
original plain ones :

Below right: The complete western window.

'…Hardman… has made the lights of plain
transparent glass instead of flowered or figured
quarries as the tower window is done – and
this gives them a mean & hall staircase sort of
look. Can we, by sending them back, have the
plain glass altered?' (Letter from Alford to Pugin
dated 1st January 1846, Belcher, op. cit. p453)
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The east window of the north aisle was
originally designed (like all the other north aisle
windows) with a mixture of plain and moulded
glass quarries in all of its three lights. Alford
was not happy with this and commissioned
Pugin to design and produce a stained glass
panel for the middle light which Alford
financed from his own pocket. Again, all did
not go perfectly. Regarding the window
showing the Nativity under a canopy, and
inscribed Gloria in excelsis Deo, in April 1848
Henry Alford wrote to John Hardman 'The
window has arrived safe... I like it very much,
all but the face of the child which is not
pleasing… '.
Further interesting aspects of St Mary's
windows
Although Henry Alford was personally quite
rich by modern day standards and Trinity
College provided him with a well-endowed
benefice, his ambition for all 18 windows to
sport stained glass lights was never fully
realised. However, he did achieve many
modifications and all the traceries for each of
the 18 windows were in stained glass by John
Hardman and produced to Pugin’s designs. The
tracery lights have attracted outstanding
comments in their own right in terms of artistic
quality and preservation.
Out of 18 windows, Alford only achieved full
stained glass lights in ten. However that is still
an incredible achievement when one considers
that today we can admire 31 fully stained glass
lights, 92 exquisite large tracery stained glass
lights, 16 smaller stained glass tracery lights, 2
full chancel windows of moulded quarries, and
11 panels of moulded quarries in the centre of
each of the remaining plain window lights. This
makes St Mary’s a unique display of the glasswork produced by Pugin and Hardman’s.
The most easterly north and south facing
chancel windows are made up of pressed
(moulded) glass quarries that have floral and
leaf motifs. The mouldings were originally
painted with oxides and then re-fired to
produce yellow, black and green colourations.
The firm that produced these quarries was
Top: One of the north aisle windows.
Bottom: The panel that Alford requested.
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Powell of Whitefriars in London. This Powell
had no connection with Hardman, it is just a
coincidence of names. However, many of you
may remember (or even own) the large, brightly
coloured glass vases of the 1970s that were
produced in strange textured glass shapes, such
as the 'drunken bricks' design. These are now
fetching huge sums of money in auction rooms
(and only 30 years old). That is the same
Whitefriars glass firm that produced the
moulded and coloured quarries in St Mary’s
windows back in the 1840s.
So why are these quarries worth a mention?

Above: Tracery from the Nativity window.

When Neil Phillips of John Hardman Studios
surveyed the windows containing these quarries
in Spring 2004 he realised that in Pugin’s time
they had been put in the 'wrong way round'.
Neil then commented that they were the bestpreserved Whitefriars quarries that he had ever
seen! Why? Because they were the wrong way
round – the coloured mouldings being on the
outside of the windows.

Below: Whitefriars' quarries in St Mary's.

In early- to mid-Victorian times, church
attendances were higher, services were more
frequent and churches were lit with many
candles and latterly by gas. In those times,
peoples' breath, the fumes from the candles
and gas lamps, and the pollution from solid fuel
heating stoves inside the churches rapidly
degraded the colours in these quarries.
Pugin would have been furious had he realised
that the windows were installed ‘back-to-front’
but this mistake has done us a huge favour in
terms of preservation and these very special
moulded quarries will last for at least another
160 years. Other reasons for them being so
well-preserved are because the critical ones
have been protected from weather conditions,
and sheltered by work that Pugin did building
an organ chamber and extending the porches,
all of which have protected the windows from
the full onslaught of the English weather.
One more interesting fact about the quarries
Many of these quarries and some of the other
stained glass windows (and, incidentally,
headstones and memorials) exhibit the initials
'HIS' or 'JHS'. Early (pre-1800) inscriptions
could be 'IHC' or 'IHS' from Greek letters that
would have spelt the single word 'iesous' or
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So, if we look at these 'JHS' or 'IHS' motifs on
our windows, we are faced with an issue.
Should we be able to read those initials from
the outside or the inside of the church
windows?
During Pugin’s times the debate was quite
strong, due (in part) to the philosophies of the
Oxford and Camden Movements. By the time
that Pugin installed St Mary’s windows, the
lettering used for 'JHS' had been revised and so
severely stylised that it could be read as the
same from either side of the window. St Mary’s
has examples of all these styles. Yet another
fascinating feature of St Mary’s Church.
Windows after Pugin's death in 1852
There are two more very fine, and highly
applauded, windows in St Mary’s that have not
yet been mentioned.
The finest quality of painting and the best
preserved in terms of colours is the east
window of the south aisle which Pugin had
partly designed before his untimely death in
1852. The window was completed and
installed by John Hardman Powell to
commemorate Henry Alford’s time as Vicar of
Wymeswold (1835–53) before becoming Dean
of Canterbury.
It is one of the most exquisitely painted and
preserved windows that Neil Phillips and
Robert Martin have seen. They also remarked
on the high quality of the tracery lights above it
(see photograph on next page).
The second window not yet mentioned is the
c.1920/24 memorial window for the First World
War.

Top and above: JHS inscriptions in St Mary's
windows.

This was designed and executed by Alexander
Gascoyne of Sherwood, Nottingham. It is an
early twentieth century window which replaced
one of Pugin’s original windows in the south
aisle (the original Pugin-Hardman tracery lights
that were removed are still stored in the vestry).

'jesus' (the 'H' represented the Greek letter for
'E'). Later (post-1800) inscriptions are more
likely to be 'JHS' because the original was
changed by scholars who were, by then, more
familiar with Latin than with Greek. They
expanded the meaning of ‘JHS’ to represent the
phrase 'Jesus Hominum Salvator' (Jesus Saviour
of Man). The use of 'JHS' is incorrect in terms
of its original Greek meaning but was probably
more acceptable in the Latin context of the
educational background of scholars and
artisans in late Georgian and Victorian times.

John Hardman’s experts have classified it as
being one of exceptionally high quality with
exceedingly fine painted tracery work. I find
this window quite special because it is the only
window in the entire church that has a
monogram or signature by the artist.
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The winged and nimbed golden lion monogram
of Alexander Gascoyne.
If you want to find the signatures or monograms
of the original artists in stained glass windows,
they will always be either in the centre of the
bottom border or, as is more usual, in the
bottom right hand corner of the window. The
signature or monogram will mostly be a fully
stained and fired small stained glass pane
inserted in the border. However, few artists
‘signed’ all of their work.
We are currently having three windows
restored and plan to have another four or five
done during Summer 2005. All eighteen
windows, and their associated stonework, need
to be restored at a total estimated cost of
£120,000 over a five year period so we will be
almost totally reliant on grants to help us
finance this work. We already have some
excellent video footage and photographs from
the current restoration work being undertaken
in John Hardman Studios. If all goes well with
the fundraising, we hope to present an article
on how stained glass windows are restored in
next year’s edition of The Wolds Historian.

Acknowledgements
Michael Fisher, Pugin historian and archivist for
John Hardman Studios, Birmingham.
Neil Phillips and Robert Martin at John
Hardman Studios, Birmingham.

Top: The east window of the south aisle by
John Hardman Powell.

Margaret Belcher (ed.), The Collected Letters of
A.W.N. Pugin, Oxford UP Vol. 1 2001; Vol.2
2003.

Bottom: The window commemorating the
First World War.
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Brian Doolan, The Pugins and the Hardmans,
Archdiocese of Birmingham Historical
Commission, 2004.

Ashby/Rempstone turnpike have survived but
we can find none between Cotes and the
Leicestershire border (Kings Brook) and
although we have been told there is one on the
road between there and Nottingham we have
failed to locate it.

Stanley Shepherd, The Stained Glass of A.W.N
Pugin, c.1835–1852, unpublished thesis,
University of Birmingham, Vol 2. p 529–37.

Milestones varied greatly in design, and many
were not stones at all but iron posts. Any that
were still in place at the outbreak of the Second
World War would probably have been
removed at that time, however, the chances are
that they were not taken too far away.

LOST!
In 2001 a society was formed to identify,
record, research and interpret the milestones
and waymarks of the British Isles. Details can
be found on www.milestone-society.co.uk

So what happened to them? We welcome your
theories, memories and photographs and, if you
are out walking, please keep your eyes wide
open! Somewhere there may be a stone or a
post that would be more at home by the Cotes
Turnpike.

The road from Cotes to Trent Bridge (the
present A60) was turnpiked in 1738 and
milestones would have been erected at one
mile intervals. A few milestones on the old

Some typical mileposts.
Drawings by Linda Sutton
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ALL MOD CONS...
Joan and Peter Shaw
Sweet as lavender

The Council agreed the Maxwell and Davis
scheme in principle but the suggested location
was not considered suitable and, after
consultation with Mr Hussey Packe of
Prestwold Hall, the Prestwold site was decided
upon. The County Medical Officer advised that
a 'fair sized settling tank' should also be
installed 'to remove the heavier solids and
some of the soap suds, the effluent from which
might run on the land which could be planted
with osiers or left grass land'.

water
When town planning consultants Allen and
Potter reported to the Leicestershire Regional
Town Planning Joint Advisory Committee in
1932 on the state of Leicestershire, they listed
only three parishes within the Loughborough
Rural District where a proper system was in
place for the disposal of sewage: Wymeswold,
Nanpantan and Burton-on-the-Wolds.

The draft which Mr Packe's solicitor drew up
provided for the Loughborough Rural District
Council to lease the land for a period of 21
years at two guineas per annum, the Council
compensating Mr Packe's tenant for any
damage and paying Mr Packe's legal costs. It
also laid down the stringent standards which
Mr Packe expected the Council to meet, but the
Clerk pointed out to the Council that if they
were to approve the draft they would be
prohibited from turning into the brook any
effluent which was not absolutely 'innocuous
and inodorous'. The Clerk considered that
since until that time the whole of the sewage
for Burton Parish had been discharged into the
brook without any treatment at all, this was an
unreasonable stipulation. He said it was as yet
quite impracticable for sewage works to turn
out an effluent 'pure and sweet as lavender
water'.

Sewage from Nanpantan was taken to the
Loughborough Works but that from Burton and
Wymeswold was treated within the parishes via
'tanks and land'.
Burton's sewage farm measured just two roods
and twenty-three perches and was situated in
the parish of Prestwold just north of the Burton
Brook. Its story began in March 1903 when
Lord Percy St Maur of Burton Hall wrote to the
Loughborough Rural District Council
complaining that in the summer nothing but
sewage flowed along the brook in Burton's
Back Lane. The County Medical Officer of
Health was consulted and he was of the
opinion that the District Council should obtain
the services of an experienced sanitary
engineer.
The Duke of Somerset (owner of the Burton
Hall Estate) instructed his agents, Maxwell and
Davis, to submit a scheme to the District
Council for the treatment and disposal of
sewage within the Parish of Burton. The
proposal they put forward was to treat the
effluent by forming trenches in the ground and
planting between with osiers and other trees.
They informed the Council that upon receiving
approval they would contact the other property
owners within Burton to see if they would
contribute towards the cost.

After much haggling, the parties agreed that the
effluent discharged into the brook should be up
to the standards for good effluent as recognised
by one of the large sewerage boards. Maxwell
and Davis assured the Council that the
proposed works would be quite sufficient to
treat in a satisfactory manner the effluent from a
village the size of Burton.
The work was completed in November 1904
and the site was planted with osiers as Maxwell
and Davis had originally envisaged. Burton had
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Burton on the Wolds sewage farm based on a plan of 1904.
Reproduced by kind permission of the Record Office of Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland.
site dug over. The work plus the extra
maintenance involved cost the Council £58 and
there was no revenue for three years because in
1929 Widdowsons cut the osiers free of charge
and replanted those that had made poor growth
at a nominal cost.

no mains water and the Council asked the
Duke of Somerset for permission to take from
his wells, ponds or streams any water needed
for the purpose of flushing out the drains.
In June 1906, following a complaint from Mr
R.P. Allsebrook that his milk was contaminated
due to the brook being fouled by effluent, the
Council's Sanitary Inspector reported that the
sewage farm was working satisfactorily and
turning out very good effluent. However, the
material discharged into the brook gave many a
cause for concern over the ensuing years.

In October 1929, it was reported that flies had
attacked the crop, destroying the leaves and
restricting further growth. The osiers were
unsaleable.
Mr Roebuck, Advisory Entomologist at the
Midland Agricultural College, inspected the
crop in November and again the following July.
In December, Widdowsons wrote to the
Council saying the osiers were not worth
cutting and recommending that the beds be dug
up and planted with cabbages for a year or two
until the beetle was starved out. So once again
the osiers were grubbed up and the beds
replanted, this time with cabbages.

Osiers from the farm were sold – usually to
John Widdowson and Sons, basket makers, of
Wards End in Loughborough – and cut in the
spring for 'peeling white'. Price for the crop
varied from year to year, but was generally
between £4 and £7.
In 1927, the osiers were practically grown out
so the beds were grubbed up, and the whole
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The value of the cabbage crop was estimated to
be between £8 and £10 but they were
eventually sold to Mr Brickwood at the
adjoining farm for £3.10.0d. The site was
replanted with osier sets from the Wymeswold
Sewage Works in 1932.

but they perhaps had second thoughts when
their engineer reported that sewage from the
new works had polluted Walton Brook.
In 1948 the Burton osiers were sold for ten
shillings, probably for hedge binding. This is
the last sale recorded.

Day-to-day maintenance of the sewage farm
was carried out by the Burton roadman,
additional labour being employed as and when
required, but in July 1933 local farmer Robert
Seal was asked to undertake its management.
Since Mr Seal was planning to stand for
election to the Council, the contract was in fact
awarded to his son.

In November 1951, after months of discussion
and negotiation, Barrow Rural District Council
bought for £1,800 the sewage works that had
served the airfield, and the little sewage farm at
Prestwold became redundant. Its trenches and
settling tank are still there but quite grown over,
and scarce an osier remains to bear witness to
its past service.

The sewage treatment works did not cater for
all Burton's needs. Burton Hall had had
sophisticated water closets since the early 19th
century and no doubt construction of the new
plant had prompted some of Lord Percy's
wealthier neighbours to reconsider their own
sanitary arrangements, but by 1939 the night
soil man was still emptying 32 pails, and six
homes had privies which had to be dug out.
(As far as we have been able to establish,
simple pails were used in Burton with no ash or
sand added and no separation of liquids and
solids. We assume these were in homes not
connected to the village sewer. The actual
number would have been higher because some
if not all the farmers made their own
arrangements for pail emptying. The
population of Burton in 1939 was around 300
and we are forced to the conclusion that no
more than half the village was connected to the
sewer.)

Let there be light
Burton finally emerged from the Dark Ages
sometime between 1897 and 1906 when Lord
Percy St Maur of Burton Hall provided a lamp
for the village centre. In 1907 he gave a second
lamp which was erected on the small triangular
piece of land at the east end of the village, the
optimistic theory being that it would light Back
Street and the Six Hills Road and also Main
Street towards the Greyhound Inn.
The Parish Council agreed to pay Mr Hallam
and Mr W. Harrison five shillings each for
looking after the lamps during the winter and
promised to increase the payment the following
year. The council minutes do not make it clear
whether Mr Hallam was Henry of Fountain
House or John of the New Cottages but both
men were conveniently situated to care for the
lamp in the village centre. Mr W. Harrison was
doubtless William who lived directly opposite
the second lamp, next door to John Brooksby
the roadman.

Barrow Rural District Council inherited the
sewage farm in 1936 and on its shoulders
rested all the burdens of broken sewers,
contaminated land, and extra night soil
collection associated with the construction of
Wymeswold Airfield. Night soil was not taken
to the sewage treatment works, and in 1945 its
inappropriate deposition in local ponds was
causing so much dissent that prisoners of war
were called in to remove it. It was fortunate for
the men concerned that they were not required
to carry out the work by 'hand labour'.

Lord Percy's original offer had been conditional
upon the ratepayers meeting the cost of oil and
maintenance. Once the lamps had been
installed, however, he kindly agreed to
establish the amount of oil consumed and settle
the bill, in the hope that ways and means could
then be found to meet the expenses without
recourse to the rates.

Doubtless Barrow Rural District Council was
thankful when the Air Ministry decided to
include a new sewage treatment works in its
plans rather than link up to the village sewer

Whilst the people of Burton were basking in the
glory of their new oil lamps, residents in some
of England's larger towns and cities were
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necessary apparatus on hire or hire-purchase.
He was confident that when all the farmers and
other rural dwellers understood the large
numbers of uses to which they could put
electricity they would avail themselves of the
cheap supply which he proposed to bring
within their reach.
To start with things went well for Mr R.B.
Matthews. The Rural District Council were
happy with the plan he presented and they
resolved to give their consent to the work going
ahead on the understanding that no lines
should be placed above ground along, over, or
across the public highway without their consent
in writing.
Alas! In August the Council received a letter
from the Leicestershire and Warwickshire
Electric Power Company, stating that they were
making application to the Electricity
Commissioners for leave to supply electricity to
the same parishes. They already had mains at
Barrow on Soar and these could easily be
extended. The Council agreed to the Company
making application subject to conditions similar
to those outlined to Mr Matthews. The
Company replied that under Section 21 of the
Electricity (Supply) Act 1919 consent for any
electric lines above ground rested with the
Ministry of Transport who would give the local
authority an opportunity to speak before
making a decision. They considered that the
Council was protected by the Act, and asked it
to give unqualified consent to their application.
Mr Matthews, on the other hand, wrote saying
he was prepared to agree to the conditions laid
down by the Council.

One of Burton's original oil-burning street
lamps. Now in the possession of Leicestershire
County Council Museums. Photograph by Linda
Sutton and reproduced with the kind
permission of Leics CC Museums.
already starting to take electricity for granted. In
Loughborough, the Brush Electrical Engineering
Co. Ltd was getting plenty of orders for their
turbines, dynamos and condensing plants, and
while not a forerunner in the race to provide its
residents with electric street lighting, the town's
Board of Health had been discussing the
possibility since 1878.

Although the Council supported Mr Matthews'
application at the subsequent enquiry, the
Electricity Commissioners granted orders
covering most of the county to the
Leicestershire and Warwickshire Electric Power
Company. Mr Matthews' Mid Lincolnshire
Electricity Supply Company was confined to
that part of the shire immediately surrounding
Melton.

In 1891 Loughborough engineer Walter
Claypole was appointed agent for a company
selling 'engines for lighting gentlemen's
mansions'. The Earl of Huntingdon who
purchased Burton Hall in 1920 certainly had
the means to produce his own electricity.
In July 1929 a gentleman called Richard
Borlase Matthews made an application under
the Electricity Special Order 1922-1929 to
supply electricity to the parishes of Burton,
Cotes, Hoton, Prestwold and Wymeswold. Mr
Matthews stated that his plans provided for the
wiring of houses and the supply of the

The District Council continued to voice their
opposition to overhead power lines across the
public highway, but by 1931 responsibility for
the highway came to rest with the County
Council who apparently had no such scruples.
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Left: One of Burton's early electric street lights as shown in photographs taken in the 1960s.
Right: Details of these photographs showing the light fitting.
Photographs reproduced by kind permission of Evan Bowley.

An attempt was made in 1932 to have three
poles between Mr Hallam's house (Fountain
House) and Mr Allsebrook's cottages (the New
Cottages) replaced by underground cables, but
the Leicestershire and Warwickshire Power
Company pointed out that agreement had been
reached 'in the presence of Sir Edward Packe'
that if they were willing to bear the additional
expense of laying underground cables in
Wymeswold Road, Hoton, and Clay Street,
Wymeswold, the District Council would raise
no objection to the overhead line in Burton.

probably already had their new electrical
appliances on order, others were perhaps rather
less enthusiastic.
Presumably Lord Percy's oil lamps were still
casting their soft glow on the village in 1936
because not until then was the question of
replacing them with new electric lamps
discussed by the Parish Council.
In 1946, one world war and ten long years
later, the subject was raised again. The
Leicestershire and Warwickshire Electric Power
Company were asked to estimate the cost of
lighting the village. They replied that supply

There is no record of the official 'switch on'.
Some of Burton's forward-looking residents
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Left: An acetylene burner at Burton Hall.
Photograph by Peter Shaw.

and maintenance of not less than five lamps
would be £3 per lamp. The Rural District
Council was approached for help in meeting
the cost which would entail a 5d rate.
In January 1947 the Parish Council wrote to the
Commanding Officer of the Airfield to ask if he
could offer any help. His reply is not on record
but the issue was left in abeyance until towards
the end of 1949.
Electric street lighting was finally installed by
the East Midlands Electricity Board in 1950.
The Board provided lamps on brackets fixed to
the existing poles without charge. Electricity
and maintenance was £3 per lamp and equated
to a rate of 4¾d.
Gas was first used to light street lamps in 1792,
by 1807 it was lighting London's Pall Mall and
in 1819 the capital had 51,000 gas lamps. Gas
companies, in towns and villages all over
England proliferated. The Wymeswold Gas and
Light Company was formed in 1850 at a cost of
£1,000 (raised in shares of £5 each). Mr M.
Brown was the secretary and James Monk lived
and worked there as the gasman for twenty
years. The building in Brook Street still bears
the Company's name.
Envy on the part of Burton's residents for their
Wymeswold neighbours would be
understandable, though this verse, written by a
young swain of Quorn, clearly shows that gas
lamps were a mixed blessing:
Tell me not sweet, I am unkind if from
your arms I fly,
And climb the lamp post when I find
the gas is turned too high.
Throughout the centuries, Burton's mothers and
grandmothers had darned the family's socks
with the aid of a candle, perhaps with a glass
globe to intensify the light. Candles, candle
lanterns and oil lamps continued to be the
main sources of light in most Burton homes
until electricity was laid on. However, from
1869 Prestwold Hall and St Andrews Church
were lit by gas produced in Mr Packe's private
gas house and stored in his gasometer, sited on
what is now the carpark. And, although there is

Above: Acetylene lamp from Burton Hall
stables. Now in the possession of Leicestershire
County Council Museums. Photograph by Linda
Sutton and reproduced with the kind
permission of Leics CC Museums.
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no evidence that the Duke of Somerset installed
generators at Burton Hall, he had brilliance at
the turn of a tap thanks to his acetylene gas
plant (acetylene was a powerful illuminant gas
produced from calcium carbide by means of
water).

eleven households in Burton were linked to the
main that supplied Wymeswold Airfield, the rest
of the parish depended on the lion's mouth
fountain in Washpit Square and other public and
private wells and pumps.
In a survey of the wells and springs of
Leicestershire published in 1931, Mr L.
Richardson wrote, 'the village of Burton-on-theWolds is supplied by a perennial spring which
issues from sand and gravel (superficial deposits
glacial) on rising ground at Burton Park. The
water discharges through an iron pipe in
Vicarage Street', and went on to say, 'G.
Morgan, Sanitary Inspector to the Council,
informs me that the only spring worthy of
mention which he knows of is at Burton Hall
Park, Burton-on-the-Wolds.' (There are no other
records of Vicarage Street but there can be little
doubt that the iron pipe referred to was
Burton's familiar landmark, the lion's mouth.)

Neither the Wymeswold Gas Company nor Mr
Packe's gas house appear to have survived into
the twentieth century, but the Duke of
Somerset's acetylene gas plant was still
considered a selling point when he put the
house on the market in 1920.
Not until 1974 was the possibility of a gas
supply for Burton seriously investigated. At this
time the East Midlands Gas Board regretted that
they were unable to supply gas in the
immediate future. Three years later they
reassessed the situation but their decision
remained the same.
In January 1980 both the Gas Consumers'
Council and the East Midlands Gas Board wrote
to Burton Parish Council stating that the
situation had not changed; there was no hope
of supplying gas to the villages of BOW,
Wymeswold and Walton and such a scheme
would be 'totally uneconomical'. Burton's gas
was once again put on the back burner.

Burton people had been getting their water
from the lion's mouth since the 1820s. When
Charles Godfrey Mundy of Burton Hall had
enclosed his park, his tenants and neighbours
no longer had free access to the town pond. In
its place Mr Mundy had a modern water
fountain installed in the centre of the village.
By the 1940s the fountain was over a hundred
years old and starting to cause problems. By
1944 the situation was so serious that the Rural
District Council Chairman came to see for
himself. The council engineers carried out a
survey and found that there was a large tank
immediately behind the fountain with two
intake and three outlet pipes. This tank was fed
from a spring at the back of the Hall – or
higher up in one of Mr Towle's fields – and a
secondary tank which held water from an
unknown source. Only one outlet fed into the
fountain, the second went to a private house,
the third was an overflow. The private house
had first call on the water under 'an
arrangement made some years ago'.

But in January 1992 the economic situation had
changed and letters addressed to 'The
Occupier' announcing 'Great News – Gas
Could be Coming to your Area' dropped
through Burton's letterboxes. Subject to 500
householders paying a contribution of £423
each, British Gas (East Midlands) was willing to
pipe gas into the village. By April, the magic
number had been reached and before the end
of the year the work was complete.

Clean and decent
By the end of the Second World War Burton was
under the care of the Barrow Rural District
Council. When the Leicestershire Regional
Planning Report was prepared in 1932 large
areas of the county still had no mains water, but
great progress had been made and in 1948 only
four of the thirty-one parishes that made up
Barrow Rural District were without a supply.
One of these was Burton on the Wolds. Although

Closer inspection showed that the pipework
was choked with tree roots. The pipes were
cleared and re-laid and two small brick
inspection chambers were built. The work
resulted in an improvement in the flow of water
but the inconvenience to residents was
considerable.
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A nineteenth century depiction of the Lion's Mouth Fountain by W.E. Cooke.

Things were no better up at the school where
they relied on water from a well and a soft
water tank. By this time samples from all the
local water sources were being regularly taken
and tested. Generally quality was good but
sometimes the water was 'contaminated' or
'doubtful' and a major cleaning operation had
to be mounted. Ernest Start, Burton's
headmaster, had only just got over one such
episode when the pump broke down; there was
no water for the school or the school house.
The poor man must have been at his wits' end
and the Rural District Council wrote to the
Medical Officer suggesting that since the RAF
main now passed the school door it might be a
good idea for the school to tap into it.

Burton would have to be patient for a few years
to come.
In 1943 The War Agricultural Executive
Committee was involved in plans to install a
tank at Six Hills, fed from Leicester, to supply
the farms in the area. The estimate at that time
was £4,120. In 1944 it was agreed that
provision could also be made for an onward
supply to Burton-on-the-Wolds and
Wymeswold. This meant increasing the
capacity of the tank from the original 15,000 to
30,000 gallons and increasing the pipe sizes.
There was already a 6" main from
Loughborough to Wymeswold Airfield and it
was suggested that if 6" pipes were laid then
perhaps after the war the Air Ministry system
could be utilised.

The Clerk to the Parish Council had been
making enquiries about a water supply for the
village since 1939 but in 1948 and 1949 he
was still writing in his minutes such heartfelt
comments as 'still no mains water' and 'still no
date for water supply'.

It was decided that 4" pipes would be
sufficient. The extra cost would be £930.
In June 1944 the Council met with
representatives of Leicester Corporation and the
Borough of Loughborough to discuss the

Piped water was on its way but the residents of
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Left: The Lion's Mouth Fountain after the restoration of 2000.
Right: The main tank behind the fountain during restoration.

possibility of utilising the Air Ministry mains but
they decided to continue with the Six Hills
scheme.

Surveyor it was covered over, causing a real
problem for local farmers, who used it for their
animals, and great deal of aggravation for the
Parish Council. Following a petition from some
of Burton's residents, it was agreed that
although the well was a danger to traffic, the
cover could be removed if a fence was put up.
The fence was erected but there is no evidence
that the well was ever uncovered.

By December 1945 the size of the pipes was
back to 6", the £930 had become £1005, and
the War Agricultural Executive Committee had
moved its goalposts; no contribution to the
scheme would be forthcoming, instead the
work carried out on the farms would be grantaided.

By July 1947 things were looking up. Leicester
Corporation had still not succeeded in
obtaining the materials they needed to take the
supply to Burton, but they had managed to get
the pipes for laying the mains from Six Hills to
Wymeswold. It is to be hoped that the residents
of Burton did not allow themselves to become
too optimistic.

The Rural District Council countered by saying
that this would probably mean abandonment of
the scheme since had it not been for the plans
to supply local farms Wymeswold and Burton
could have been supplied from other directions
at lower cost.
In April 1946 the Committee changed its mind
again and proposed that the scheme to supply
the village of Burton be 'proceeded with
immediately'.

In November 1947, despite approval in
principle, the Ministry of Health, refused to sign
the 'M' form!
In 1948 the output from the lion's mouth was
again giving trouble. The pipework was once
more cleared of fibrous roots and the inspection
covers were built up to stop surface water
seeping in. The water main to Wymeswold was
now almost complete.

In June of that year the scheme for a supply of
water in the parish of Burton-on-the-Wolds was
submitted to the Ministry of Health. Letters and
meetings ensued between the M. of H., the
RDC, the LC, the WAEC and the Min. of Ag.
and Fish. Eventually, the Leicester Water
(Extension) Order 1947 authorised the inclusion
in the Leicester Corporation's area of supply the
parishes of Walton, Burton and Wymeswold.

In February 1949 authorisation from the
Ministry of Health was at last received. Less
than twelve months later work on laying the
pipes to Burton actually began.

In May of 1947 the well at the side of the road
in front of the Greyhound was becoming dirty
and dangerous and Mr Emans who lived
opposite reported its condition to the Council.
On the advice of the Northern Area Highway

No sooner was the water running from the taps
than Burtonians began to install flush lavatories.
Grants were available, the first going to Mr
Emans of the Firs, Mr S.L. Towle at the Riders
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and Mr A.F. Minkley in Main Street. Mr M.
Briggs, Mr T.E. Hubbard and Mrs A. Philpott
were not far behind. In October 1951 the
Trustees made an application to have two
closets converted at the village hall.

Charnwood Forest Railway

The final size of the tank installed at Six Hills
was 40,000 gallons (that on the Wymeswold
Airfield was 100,000 gallons), the main along
the Six Hills Road was 6" in diameter, that
down into the village 5", the pipes within the
village itself 3". The total cost for the revised
Six Hills Scheme had been estimated at
£14,500, the amount charged by Leicester
Corporation for supplying piped water to
Burton-on-the-Wolds was £7,364.6s.11d.
Sources
Wells and Springs of Leicestershire,
L. Richardson FRSE FGS, HMSO, 1931.
The Water Supplies of Leicestershire, Walter W.
Baum MBE, Leicester County Council, 1949.
Leicestershire Regional Town Planning Joint
Advisory Committee Regional Planning Report,
Allen and Potter, 1932.
Silver spade in the possession of Leicestershire
County Council Museums photograph by Linda
Sutton and reproduced by kind permission of
Leics CC Museums.

Papers relating to the Packe family of Prestwold
in the Record Office of Leicestershire, Leicester
and Rutland
Minutes of Loughborough Rural District
Council in Record Office of Leicestershire,
Leicester and Rutland

This spade was used by Lady Alice Packe, wife
of Hussey Packe of Prestwold Hall, at the
ceremony to mark the start of the work on
laying the Charnwood Forest Railway. The first
sod was carted away by Squire de Lisle of
Garendon Hall who apparently caused great
amusement because he had difficulty keeping
his barrow on the plank provided.

Minutes of Barrow Rural District Council in
Record Office of Leicestershire, Leicester and
Rutland
Trade directories for Leicestershire
Log books of the Burton on the Wolds County
Primary School.

The Charnwood Forest Company was formed in
1874 to lay a single track railway between
Loughborough and the Ashby and Nuneaton
Line. The Charnwood Forest Railway was
opened in 1883 and ran from Loughborough
Derby Road Station to Coalville East, a distance
of nine and a half miles. Stations were opened
at Shepshed and Whitwick and halts were
made at Snells Nook, Gracedieu and
Thringstone.

Minutes of the Parish Council for Burton on the
Wolds.
'The History of Electricity Supply in
Leicestershire and Rutland up to Nationalisation
in 1947', Peter Neaverson, Transactions of the
Leicester Archaeological and Historical Society,
Vol. 77, 2003.

The last passenger train ran in 1931 but the line
was used for goods traffic until 1963.
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Simon Packe:
Soldier and composer
Philip White
During the 1980s, Prestwold Church staged
several concerts featuring John Whitworth, the
church's organist and choirmaster, and his
Vautor Ensemble singing madrigals and other
early English music. Intriguingly, one piece was
written by Simon, son of Sir Christopher Packe,
lord of the manors of Cotes and Prestwold.

1682 leaving him £1175 (about £100,000
today), sufficient to pursue his musical
vocation.
He composed music for several shows,
including a setting for John Dryden's 'Farewell
Ungrateful Traitor' (Spanish Friar 1680), 'How
Strangely does my Passion Grow' for the False
Count, written by Mrs Aphra Behn in 1681, 'A
Pox upon this Needless Scorn' for her play The
Rover of the same year, and 'Welcome Mortal
to this Place' for Thomas Otway's The Atheist
(1683). He had the distinction of having his
setting for 'Tell me Thysis, Tell your Anguish'
issued as a music appendix to the 1683 quarto
of Dryden and Lee's tragedy The Duke of Guise
and 'I never saw her Face' and 'See how Fair
Corinna Lies' were featured in Disappointment
or The Mother in Fashion produced by Thomas
Southerne in 1684. 'The Lark awaits the
Drowsy Morn' which he wrote for D'Urfey's
Injured Princess (1682) was printed in Songs
from the Restoration Theatre, published by W.
Thorpe, Princeton 1934. Most of the music for
D'Urfey's more famous Don Quixote (1694)
was by Henry Purcell and John Eccles, but
Simon collaborated with them composing one
song for the second part.

Upon further investigation, John Whitworth
discovered that Simon Packe had eighteen
songs printed in various collections. He has
traced and transcribed twelve of these and
'Laurinda' which he arranged for four voices,
was sung at the marriage of Alice, the daughter
of Simon Packe-Drury-Lowe of Prestwold Hall,
to John Munyard in July 1989. Simon Packe
could never have imagined when he composed
the work that it would be performed on such a
romantic family occasion three hundred years
later.
This is an account of Simon Packe's extraordinary military and musical career.
Simon Packe was born in London on 31st
December 1654. He was the younger son of
Christopher Packe, woollen trader and
Alderman for Cripplegate, who became Lord
Mayor of London and was knighted by Oliver
Cromwell in 1655. His mother Anne was the
daughter of Simon Edmonds another Lord
Mayor of London.

His best known song was probably 'Would you
be a Man in Fashion' published in Book 5 of
John Playford's Choice Ayres, Songs and
Dialogues (1684) which included 'Laurinda'.

Upon Charles II's restoration in 1660 Sir
Christopher Packe retired to his Leicestershire
estates and Simon came to live at Cotes Park
House.

Simon rubbed shoulders with the great
playwrights and musicians of his day. He
obviously knew Purcell well and was
influenced by him. His music was in triple
time, mainly melody and bass, so late 17th
century keyboard players would easily fill the
harmony. Modern opinion is that his songs, if
not spectacular, are quite tuneful.

Simon Packe was commissioned into the army
and saw service from 1678 to 1680, but from
1680 to 1684 he was on half pay and during
this time he acquired a reputation as a
composer of play songs. His father died in
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The King was determined to have his own way
in religious matters. He gradually promoted
Catholics to influential positions in the
magistracy, militia, treasury and at universities,
as well as in the church. To prevent further
rebellions and to increase the size of his army
he encouraged Irish Catholics to enlist,
especially as officers. Simon Packe and other
captains protested against what they felt was a
disastrous policy, stating that their 'zeal to the
King's service did evidently appear' and if he
ordered such recruiting then they would
conform, but they had raised their men locally
at the time of Monmouth's rebellion, and such
was the detestation of Catholics due to the
recent Popish plot alleged by Titus Oates that
this would cause great discontent among the
other troops. Their entreaties fell on deaf ears,
and the Duke of Berwick was sent to ensure the
order was obeyed. In 1688 Simon and the
others were arrested in what became known as
the Revolt of the Portsmouth Captains. They
were declared incapable to serve the King and
stripped of their commissions. For some weeks
they were national heroes, their names on
everyone's lips, and posters engraved with their
heads were published and sold from the home
of Mr White of Bloomsbury Market. A copy of
this poster is in the family of Mr Edmund
Packe, and in his hand the words:

Poster showing the six Portsmouth captains.
Reproduced by kind permission of the Record
Office of Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland.

'This engraving was given to me by the Revd
Bernard Post of Ilam, Staffordshire. It was struck
off from the original plate in Mr Post's
possession. It represents the six officers in the
Duke of Berwick's Regiment who refusing to
receive Roman Catholic recruits into the
regiment then in garrison at Portsmouth were
tried by court martial at Windsor and cashiered
in the year 1688.'

In his military career, Simon gained a degree of
notoriety by writing ironic letters to the
Secretary for War and braving the King's anger
to the point of treason. When Charles II died in
1685, he was succeeded by his brother James
II, a fervent Catholic. In June 1685, only
months after James's accession, there was an
insurrection by the Duke of Monmouth, the
natural son of Charles II, which was crushed by
John Churchill at Sedgemoor and by Judge
Jeffrey's Bloody Assizes. The War Office order
book for June 1685 shows an order for Simon
Packe 'a captain in Lord Ferrer's regiment' to
raise a company and quarter and muster them
at Derby.

Fortunately for Simon, James had overreached
himself. By forcing churchmen to read the
Declaration of Indulgence from their pulpits, he
had made them hostile. Seven bishops,
including the Archbishop of Canterbury, were
put on trial but acquitted. John Churchill, later
Duke of Marlborough, presided at the trial of
the army captains and James, fearing public
resentment, commuted possible death
sentences. Churchill had already decided to
support William of Orange (James's son-in-law)
in his bid for the throne and saw that the

Simon was then commissioned in Princess
Anne of Denmark's Regiment of Foot and on
the same day Southerne, with whom he had
collaborated on music compositions, was made
an ensign under his command.
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captains' ranks were restored and the expenses
incurred in repurchasing their commissions
met. Shortly afterwards James II abdicated and
William and Mary became sovereigns.
In December 1688 Simon Packe was made
captain in Col. Solomon Richards Regiment of
Foot, but shortly afterwards he rejoined Princess
Anne's Regiment, a loyal soldier of King
William. He found a desperate state, with poor
arms and clothing and a lack of recruits. He
wrote to the Secretary of War from Coventry in
April1689 informing him that the regiment was
prepared to march to Carlisle as ordered. 'I
marched away as good a regiment in all
respects as ever I saw uncloathed' he reported.
He was promoted to Lieut-Colonel in 1689 for
valour and astuteness, serving with William III
in Ireland at the Battle of the Boyne in 1690
and was at the second siege of Limerick in
1691. He was then stationed at Dundalk camp.
Clearly much of his free time was taken up in
composing music. He was still serving in the
army on his premature death on 2nd April 1701.
Simon Packe is buried in the family vault in
Prestwold Church. He died intestate and Letters
of Administration were granted on 4th July 1701
to his nephews Charles Packe and Robert
Wilson (son of his sister Anne).
While we have found no record that Simon
Packe married, the tradition among the Packs of
Kilkenny (Ireland) is that he settled in Queens
County and left a son Thomas of Ballinakill
from whom they claim descent. His grandson,
Thomas Pack became Dean of Ossery and
Kilkenny. His great-grandson was Sir Denis
Pack, who led the illustrious Highland Brigade
at Waterloo.

The memorial to Simon Packe in Prestwold
church. Photograph by Philip White.

My thanks are due to Mr John Whitworth for
his help with musical background and to Mrs
Frances Bell for information about the Pack
family in Ireland.

Papers relating to the Packe family of Prestwold
in the Record Office of Leicestershire, Leicester
and Rutland.

Sources:

Catalogue of Printed Music of John Playford
provided on-line by the British Library.

'Heroes of Waterloo', Philip White, 2000 Years
of the Wolds, Wolds Historial Organisation
2003.

Prestwold Hall to Branksome Tower, Joy Cross,
Bournemouth Local Studies Publications 1993.

New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,
Vol 14, Stanley Sadie, McMillan 1980.
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Hathernware
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Opposite: The front and back of a promotional card for 'The Hathern Station Brick Company'.
Clearly the works were in full production when this card was published. It is undated – suggestions
of dates from railway enthusiasts welcome.
Above: Photograph by Geoff Hollis of Hatherware showing one of the figures for the Doulton
Fountain together with Jez Ainsworth who sculpted it. Taken during the second of two visits made
by members of the WHO to Hatherware during Summer 2003.
It was with great sadness that we heard the
news that Ibstock Hathernware is closing. Over
the last couple of years the Wolds Historical
Organisation has followed with great interest
the renovation of the Doulton Fountain in
Glasgow and some members have been
privileged to see the work for themselves.

The years of austerity that followed the First
World War triggered a decline in production.
Apart from Art Deco cinema facades there was
little demand for architectural terracotta.
However a strange twist of fortune enabled the
company's survival. During the First World War
supplies of German-made acid resistant vessels
necessary for the manufacture of explosives
were no longer available. It took almost a year
to develop suitable acid-resistant clay bodies.

According to their own Web site (now taken
offline), Ibstock Hathernware Limited began life
in 1874 as The Hathern Station Brick Company.
At this time terracotta was establishing itself as
a durable and economic alternative to natural
stone. By the late 1800s terracotta was a prime
building material. In addition to its attractive
appearance it proved resistant to attack from
the sulphur-laden and sooty atmospheres of the
day.

By the late 1970s architectural terracotta was
needed again. Many buildings were now 70 or
80 years old. Restoration became essential to
buildings now considered architecturally
important and the need for terracotta returned
almost overnight.
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A photograph of Wymeswold choir taken about 1955–8 kindly sent to the WHO by Jon Mackley.
Joy Brown, Marjorie Leivers and Ginny Westcott have kindly identified the people present.
Back row: Ronaline Jalland; May Jalland; Marjorie Leivers; Jean Peel. Third row: Sue Hickling; Ellen
Smith; Joy Brown; Maureen James; Wendy Morgan; Christine James; Linda Bartram; Penny Bartram;
Anne Wittemore; Jill Bartram. Second row: James Mackley; Harold Dykes; Jack Peel; Wolesley
Charles (Organist); Lawrence Jackson(Vicar); Warner Wootton; Brian Bartram; Michael Collington.
Front row: P. Elkington; David Brand; Robert Wilkinson; Elizabeth Smith; Margaret Wootton;
Margaret Highton; Richard Smith; Henry Gratton.

The things folk from
round 'ere say...

Pocky, a name given to a particular kind of
granular limestone occurring at Hoton and
elsewhere in the county; so called from its
blotchy appearance. (p216)

Quotations from Leicestershire Words, Phrases
and Proverbs by Arthur Benoni Evans and
Sebastian Evans (published Trübner 1881) and
based on A B Evan's Leicestershire Glossary of
1848.

Segg, horned cattle castrated after the second
year (p173); Segg also refers to sedges (often
applied also to rushes, flags, long grass, reeds,
etc as well as to Carex species.) (p234)
Sheep. The names given to sheep at various
ages in Leicestershire are as follows:- lambs
retain that name until the time of 'going to
turnips' in the autumn, about Michaelmas.
From this time until their first shearing in the
following spring they are called tegs. After
their first shearing they still retain the name of
tegs but are also called hogs, hoggets,
hoggerds, shear-hogs shearlings, the females
having in addition the distinctive name of
theaves. After the second shearing they lose
the name of tegs and acquire that of twoshears. (p236–7)

Cow-gate, the right of depasturing [grazing]
cows. In Wymeswould and several other
villages, the inhabitants have the privilege of
depasturing their cows in the lanes, and each
person so privileged is said to have a cow-gate.
(p130)
Misfortune, an illegitimate child. 'Well, but
why do you ask wages so much higher than
your sister?' 'Please, sir, I never has a
misfortune.' (Wymeswould, 1849). 'To light of
a misfortune' is the ordinary euphemism. (p194)
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The Siamese twins
We first wrote about the twin ash trees at
Prestwold in the 1999 issue of the WHO
Newsletter. At that time the only thing we had
to illustrate our story was a poor quality
newspaper photograph taken after the trees had
been severely pollarded. Now, thanks to the
sharp eyes of Burton resident John Hindley, we
are able to publish a photograph of the trees at
their best.
'The Rambler' (probably our old friend T. R.
Potter), writing in the Loughborough Echo in
the year 1880, said:
'Turning towards Prestwold a curious freak of
nature is observable by the roadside. Two ash
trees have sprung up opposite each other, on
either side of a water course. They continue
separate until they reach a considerable height,
when one bends across; becomes for a time
engrafted with its neighbour, and actually
passes out at the other side, both flourishing as
if no such remarkable wedding had occurred to
interfere with the even "tenor of their way".'

A photograph of the 'Siamese twins' near
Prestwold. From British Hosiery and Knitwear
edited by S.G. Mason (published for The
Hosiery and Knitwear Export Group of Great
Britain by The National Trade Press, 1947).

The Prestwold trees were not unique; as
reported in our newsletter of 2000, we have
been told that there were similar trees either
side of an iron gate in Burton's fishpond
plantation. Could it be that their joining was
not an accident of nature but the result of
skilled and deliberate training?

Hoton
John Finch Simpson JP and Edwyn Andrew
Burnaby JP, at a Special Sessions held at the
house of Charles James Packe at Prestwold on
21st August 1822 'having on a view found a
certain Highway or lane called Back Lane,
between a pool of water contiguous to a
farmyard and the public road, running from
Hoton to Wymeswold for a length of 226 yards
is useless and unnecessary, hereby order the
said useless and unnecessary highway or lane
of 226 yards and breadth 20 feet upon a
medium be stopped up'.

The trees stood on the lane from Prestwold to
Hoton, roughly opposite the modern exit road
from Prestwold Hall. It is not possible to
pinpoint their exact location, however, at one
likely spot, a small area of woodland has
developed which contains several ash trees.
The brook at that point forms the parish
boundary and it can still be seen meandering in
and out of gardens though new culverts may
have been constructed in recent years.
Charles James Packe purchased the manor of
Hoton in 1821; the Packe family had held the
manor of Prestwold since the seventeenth
century. We know the Prestwold trees were
well-grown and united by 1840. Were they
perhaps planted to symbolise the merging of
the two parishes?

A notice dated 5th September 1822 was put on
the church door and at the end of the lane.
We are indebted to the late Pat White of
Loughborough for the above contribution. Pat
added that she believed the tenant of the farm
was named Linaker.
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Chairman’s Report 2004
The September and October talks again have
local themes with historic churches of
Leicestershire and Rutland and Victorian life in
the Vale of Belvoir. Planning has already begun
for the 2005 program but suggestions for
speakers and walks are always welcome.

Welcome to the first issue of The Wolds
Historian, which replaces the annual WHO
Newsletter. It is to be hoped that the wealth of
information researched by WHO members will
now reach a wider readership.
As last year, the program continues varied. The
Christmas Dinner at the Fairways Restaurant
was a great success, the venue being used by
most of the local Wolds organisations. Philip
White, a WHO member, entertained members
after the AGM with a most interesting talk on
‘Hoton, Then and Now’, which was followed
by a walk around the village of Hoton in June
bathing in bright sunshine. Brian Axom’s talk on
Wymeswold Airfield aroused much local
interest with many visitors and plenty of
reminiscences of the time the airfield was in
operation and the last talk of the year in
November continues the local aircraft theme
with Tony Jarram and ‘Under the Wings of the
Falcon’.

My thanks go to Bob Trubshaw who continues
to update the WHO programme regularly on
www. wymeswold. org Web site. My thanks
also go to Peter for providing the venue at the
Windmill Inn and also the most welcome
refreshments after meetings, to David Marshall
for his sterling work as treasurer keeping the
WHO solvent, to David Keene for his work as
secretary, to the committee for their support and
to Joan Shaw and Bob Trubshaw for all their
help, advice, support and the production of this
new venture, The Wolds Historian.
Finally, as in all my other Chairman’s reports,
may I thank all members of the Wolds
Historical Organisation for your support in
attending and bringing visitors along to the
meetings. Without you there would be no
WHO.

Other local interest was provided by David
Ramsey and Leicestershire slate, whilst the
wider topic of the medical history of smallpox
given by Dr Feltham provided, much to
everyone's surprise, a link with Leicestershire.

Patricia Baker

Thorpe in the Glebe
'The village site is in grassland on the crest of a
ridge running from south-east to north-west 80
metres above sea level, with ground falling away
to both north and south. A single village street
has enclosures on both sides. The street, a hollow
way 10-20 metres wide can be traced for 430
metres. A hedge is now planted along its line. A
sunken way at the back of the enclosures defines
the northern edge of the village with fields
beyond. This is almost exactly parallel to the
central street, and would appear to have been a
back lane providing access to both the crofts and
field.'

One of our members commented recently that
she knew nothing about Thorpe in the Glebe.
The WHO does have a copy of The Deserted
Mediaeval Village of Thorpe-in-the-Glebe,
Nottinghamshire by Alan Cameron and Colm
O'Brien, published in 1981 by the Thoroton
Society. It is only short – ten pages – but it
gives a fascinating insight into Thorpe's history.
If any member would like to borrow it please
have a word with Pat Baker.
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